ACCESSORIES

WARRANTY

Authorization is obtained with the RMA number. Returns will be applied to all returns unless the situation dictates otherwise and prior authorization is obtained with the RMA number.

When returning any APT product to the factory for warranty evaluation or for any other reason, the customer must first obtain a RETURN MATERIAL AUTHORIZATION (RMA) number from our customer services department by calling (800) 532-7402, or by faxing (562) 204-1773, with information on the return. The RMA number must be prominently displayed on the packages that are returned to the APT facility and also shown on the packaging list. We reserve the right to refuse any returns without prior authorization. A minimum 20% handling and restocking charge will be applied to all returns unless the situation dictates otherwise and prior authorization is obtained with the RMA number.

SAFETY CABLES

18754 SAFETY CABLE - Hose to Hose
18756 SAFETY CABLE - Hose to Tool

OILERS

18092 OILER APT 1L, 3.7 OZ. (small)
17755 OILER APT 1L, 3.7 OZ. (large)
17756 OILER APT 2L, 11 OZ. (medium)
17757 OILER APT 3L, 16 OZ. (large)
18846 OILER APT 2L - Constant Feed, for Rock Drills

MUFFLER KITS

6465 MUFFLER KIT for Paving Breaker (Model 117, 118 & 119)
16701 MUFFLER KIT for Paving Breaker (Model 140)
17754 MUFFLER KIT for Paving Breaker (Model 160)
17753 MUFFLER KIT for Paving Breaker (Model 190)
17752 MUFFLER KIT for Paving Breaker (Model 180)
18099 MUFFLER KIT for Paving Breaker (Model 140)

LATCH & SIDE ROD KITS

18796 LATCH KIT for M115
18036 LATCH KIT for M117, 118, 119, 125
18031 LATCH KIT for M140
18036 LATCH KIT for M160, 180, 190
16298 SIDE ROD KIT for M142
16298 SIDE ROD KIT for M160, 180
16581 SIDE ROD KIT for M190
18741 RETAINER KIT for Rivet Breakers (all models)

20% SAVINGS vs. buying the parts individually!

Terms and Conditions

Terms: Net 30 days. FOB Santa Fe Springs, California. Minimum Order: $50.00 net. All orders totaling less than $50.00 will be invoiced at $50.00 net. Freight and/or Issuance of BPA. Always inspect and count all shipments being received and note on the packing list any damage or shortage before the driver leaves your facility. Any claim resulting from shipment must be filed immediately with the carrier and reported to APT within 30 days of delivery.

Order & Ship Hours: Monday thru Friday 6:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Pacific Time

Built to Last...
Paving Breakers

Features
- ball valve - patent pending
- drop forged alloy steel handles
- built-in automatic oiler
- drop forged D-style handles
- inside trigger for better control and safety

Airgo-Line®

Model 133
- 1 13/16" stroke
- drop forged D-style handle
- inside trigger for better control and safety

Model 133/Model 1133
- 1 3/8" stroke
- drop forged D-style handle
- inside trigger for better control and safety

Chipping Hammers

Features
- deep case-hardened alloy steel cylinders
- interchangeable bushing
- replaceable bushing
- adjustable exhaust deflector
- price includes oval retainer, locking spring, and whip hose assembly - E whip hose, hose barb manifold, universal air fitting

Retainers

Part P

Retainer

0405 Retainer (2122 with 1941 spring) - standard
0410 Quick change/ball retainer with housing - standard
0420 Bolt on quick change/ball retainer - optional

Chipper accessories

Details

- rubber faced throttle valve
- flip over reversible bushing
- adjustable exhaust deflector

Material Scalers

Model 317 / 317
- rubber-faced throttle valve for positive seal
- lever-type throttle for easy control
- alloy steel cylinder
- assembly of 17 1/2-inch steel needles, with attachment housing
- optional chisel accessories sold separately (included in M317 kit)

Needle Scaler Kit

Model 317 KIT
- needle kit assembly with housing

Needle Scaler Kit

Model 317
- 3/8" diameter
- needle kit with bushing

Riveting Busters

Features
- ball valve - patent pending
- drop forged D-style handles
- interchangeable bushing
- replaceable bushing
- adjustable exhaust deflector
- ball throttle valve
- replaces whole hose assembly - E whip hose, hose barb manifold, universal air fitting

Needle Scaler Kit

Model 317 Kit
- 1 needle kit with bushing

Needle Scaler Kit

Model 317
- 3/8" diameter
- needle kit with bushing

Chipping Hammers

Features
- deep case-hardened alloy steel cylinders
- interchangeable bushing
- replaceable bushing
- adjustable exhaust deflector
- price includes oval retainer, locking spring, and whip hose assembly - E whip hose, hose barb manifold, universal air fitting

Chipper accessories

Details

- rubber faced throttle valve
- flip over reversible bushing
- adjustable exhaust deflector

Material Scalers

Model 317 / 317
- rubber-faced throttle valve for positive seal
- lever-type throttle for easy control
- alloy steel cylinder
- assembly of 17 1/2-inch steel needles, with attachment housing
- optional chisel accessories sold separately (included in M317 kit)

Needle Scaler Kit

Model 317 KIT
- needle kit assembly with housing

Needle Scaler Kit

Model 317
- 3/8" diameter
- needle kit with bushing

Riveting Busters

Features
- ball valve - patent pending
- drop forged D-style handles
- interchangeable bushing
- replaceable bushing
- adjustable exhaust deflector
- ball throttle valve
- replaces whole hose assembly - E whip hose, hose barb manifold, universal air fitting

Needle Scaler Kit

Model 317 Kit
- 1 needle kit with bushing

Needle Scaler Kit

Model 317
- 3/8" diameter
- needle kit with bushing

Clay/Trench Diggers

Features
- deep case-hardened steel cylinders
- replaceable chuck bushing
- D-style handle
- rubber faced throttle valve
- flip over reversible bushing
- adjustable exhaust deflector

Backfill Tamper

Features
- built-in large automatic oiler
- replaceable bushing
- replaces whole hose assembly - E whip hose, hose barb manifold, universal air fitting

Material Scalers

Model 317 / 317
- rubber-faced throttle valve for positive seal
- lever-type throttle for easy control
- alloy steel cylinder
- assembly of 17 1/2-inch steel needles, with attachment housing
- optional chisel accessories sold separately (included in M317 kit)

Needle Scaler Kit

Model 317 KIT
- needle kit assembly with housing

Needle Scaler Kit

Model 317
- 3/8" diameter
- needle kit with bushing

Riveting Busters

Features
- ball valve - patent pending
- drop forged D-style handles
- interchangeable bushing
- replaceable bushing
- adjustable exhaust deflector
- ball throttle valve
- replaces whole hose assembly - E whip hose, hose barb manifold, universal air fitting

Needle Scaler Kit

Model 317 Kit
- 1 needle kit with bushing

Needle Scaler Kit

Model 317
- 3/8" diameter
- needle kit with bushing

Clay/Trench Diggers

Features
- deep case-hardened steel cylinders
- replaceable chuck bushing
- D-style handle
- rubber faced throttle valve
- flip over reversible bushing
- adjustable exhaust deflector

Backfill Tamper

Features
- built-in large automatic oiler
- replaceable bushing
- replaces whole hose assembly - E whip hose, hose barb manifold, universal air fitting

Material Scalers

Model 317 / 317
- rubber-faced throttle valve for positive seal
- lever-type throttle for easy control
- alloy steel cylinder
- assembly of 17 1/2-inch steel needles, with attachment housing
- optional chisel accessories sold separately (included in M317 kit)

Needle Scaler Kit

Model 317 KIT
- needle kit assembly with housing

Needle Scaler Kit

Model 317
- 3/8" diameter
- needle kit with bushing

Riveting Busters

Features
- ball valve - patent pending
- drop forged D-style handles
- interchangeable bushing
- replaceable bushing
- adjustable exhaust deflector
- ball throttle valve
- replaces whole hose assembly - E whip hose, hose barb manifold, universal air fitting

Needle Scaler Kit

Model 317 Kit
- 1 needle kit with bushing

Needle Scaler Kit

Model 317
- 3/8" diameter
- needle kit with bushing
Features

- 117-30 lb. class
- 140-40 lb. class
- 160-60 lb. class
- 119-30 lb. class
- A-Line® option available in 40, 60, 90 lb. classes
- noise-dampening muffler available
- standard universal air fitting
- swivel hose connection
- latch type retainer
- rubber handle grips
- built-in automatic oiler
- drop-forged alloy steel handle
- ball valve - patent pending

Model Assy. No.
190A 17720
160A 17684
140A 18034
137

Model 160 - 60 lb. class
Model 140 - 40 lb. class
Model 117 - 30 lb. class

- replaceable vibration isolator
- same hitting power as standard
- handle is interchangeable with 40 lb., 60 lb., 90 lb. classes
- vibration dampening ergonomic
- ball valve - patent pending
- inside trigger for better control and safety
- handle decreases shock to the operator
- option available

Model 118 Clay Digger
- replaceable bushing and piston stem
- flapper valve design allows dirt to pass without stopping tool
- hand operation
- counter clockwise rotation
- stop-rotation feature

Model 119 Trench Digger
- rubber handle grips
- 2-bolt handle for ease of maintenance
- made from more forgiving of dirt and debris, easier to maintain, made from corrosion-resistant material
- available in 3” and 4” strokes

AMERICAN PNEUMATIC TOOLS, INC.
(800) 532-7402

9949 Tabor Place • Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
Local tel: (562) 204-1555 Fax: (562) 204-1773 or (800) 715-6502
ACCESSORIES

WHIP HOSES

Nakota Stuffers
18745 WHIP HOSE ASSEMBLY (pink + 6' hose 3/8" HSE) $1.48 per foot

Rock Drills
18405 (Recommended) WHIP HOSE ASSEMBLY (pink + 6' hose 3/8 NPT male) $1.48 per foot
19006 (Optional) WHIP HOSE ASSEMBLY (pink + 6' hose 1/2" NPT male) $1.48 per foot

Chipping Hammers
18505 (Recommended) WHIP HOSE ASSEMBLY (pink + 6' hose 3/8 NPT male) $1.48 per foot
19005 (Optional) WHIP HOSE ASSEMBLY (pink + 6' hose 1/2" NPT male) $1.48 per foot

116 Rock Drill
18601 (Recommended) WHIP HOSE ASSEMBLY (pink + 6' hose 3/8 NPT female) $1.48 per foot
19001 (Optional) WHIP HOSE ASSEMBLY (pink + 6' hose 1/2" NPT female) $1.48 per foot

112 Rock Driller
18605 (Recommended) WHIP HOSE ASSEMBLY (pink + 6' hose 3/8 NPT male) $1.48 per foot
19005 (Optional) WHIP HOSE ASSEMBLY (pink + 6' hose 1/2" NPT male) $1.48 per foot

117 Paving Breaker
18658 (Recommended) WHIP HOSE ASSEMBLY (pink + 6' hose 3/8 NPT male) $1.48 per foot
19058 (Optional) WHIP HOSE ASSEMBLY (pink + 6' hose 1/2" NPT male) $1.48 per foot

119 Trench Digger
18610 (Recommended) WHIP HOSE ASSEMBLY (pink + 6' hose 3/8 NPT male) $1.48 per foot
19010 (Optional) WHIP HOSE ASSEMBLY (pink + 6' hose 1/2" NPT male) $1.48 per foot

Paving Breakers
18631 WHIP HOSE ASSEMBLY (pink + 6' hose 3/8" HSE) 1/4") $1.48 per foot

NOTE: For enhanced performance and longer life when using Paving Breakers, APT recommends the 1831 3/4" whip hose with air which provides a fine oil within 8" of the operating tool for efficient lubrication.

WARRANTY

APT warrants its products to the original purchaser to be free from defective materials and workmanship. The liability of APT is limited to the replacement of any part(s) which are judged to be defective in materials and/or workmanship by APT, provided that APT is notified of the suspect part within (2) years after receipt of the product by the original purchaser. Does not include wear items. This warranty does not apply to parts that are not genuine APT OEM repair parts.

AUTHORIZATION TO RETURN GOODS

When returning any APT product to the factory for warranty evaluation, or for any other reason, the customer must first obtain a RETURN MATERIAL AUTHORIZATION (RMA) number from our customer services department by calling (800) 322-4053, or by faxing (800) 204-3173, with information on the return. The RMA number must be prominently displayed on the packages that are returned to the APT facility and also shown on the packing list. We reserve the right to refuse any return without prior authorization. A minimum 20% handling and restocking charge will be applied to all returns unless the situation dictates otherwise and prior authorization is obtained with the RMA number.

SAFETY CABLES

18754 SAFETY CABLE - Hose to Hose
18756 SAFETY CABLE - Hose to Tool

OILERS

18075 OLIER APT 3L, 1.4 oz. (extra small)
17975 OLIER APT 1L, 3.2 oz. (small)
17966 OLIER APT 2L, 6.0 oz. (medium)
17967 OLIER APT 3L, 16 oz. (large)
18446 OLIER APT 2L, Constant Feed, for Rock Drills

MUFFLER KITS

6685 MUFFLER KIT for Paving Breaker (Models 117, 118 & 119)
18600 MUFFLER KIT for Paving Breaker (Model 140)
17952 MUFFLER KIT for Paving Breaker (Model 190)
18706 MUFFLER KIT for Rock Drill (Model 155)

LATCH & SIDE ROD KITS

18796 LATCH KIT for M115
18296 LATCH KIT for M117, 118, 119, 125
18011 LATCH KIT for M140
18296 LATCH KIT for M160, 180, 190
18298 SIDE ROD KIT for M140
18299 SIDE ROD KIT for M160, 180
18610 SIDE ROD KIT for M190
18741 RETAINER KIT for Rivet Breaker (all models)

20% SAVINGS vs. buying the parts individually!

Terms and Conditions

Items Not Stock: For Santa Fe Springs, California. Minimum Order: $50.00 net. All orders totaling less than $50.00 will be invoiced at $50.00 net. Freight charges will be shipped FOB Santa Fe Springs, California. Damaged or Short Shipments: Always inspect and count all shipments being received and note on the packing list any damage or shortage before the driver leaves your facility. Any claims resulting from shipment must be filed immediately with the carrier and reported to APT within 30 days of delivery. Order Close Hours: Monday thru Sunday 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Pacific Time

AMERICAN PNEUMATIC TOOLS, INC.
9949 Tabor Place • Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
Telephone (562) 204-1555 • Fax (562) 204-1773
Toll Free Phone (800) 322-7402 • Fax (800) 715-8592
www.apt-tools.com • email info@apt-tools.com

Quick-reference Product Guide

Built to Last...